Participating. These schools will be annual Intercollegiates, to be held at Nautical Association Starts Racing and Mrs. Delbert L. Rhind, Prof. substituted for the scheduled speaker and Mrs. Leicester F. Hamilton, Bureau of the Boston Painter's Union, who will be decorated for the dance which Speaking against the movement was South America. "The New Labor Movement - hall of Walker. Over 200 invitations Memorial for alumni who are former American Student Union, decided Blade, and Joseph Shill, '40, for the Hitchcock, '37 for Scabbard and Melville E. delegate to the Steering Committee. given to the conference by its selec-
OPEN FORUM

Dining Service

Editor, The Tech: It was gripping to learn of the comprehensive and constructive and contribu-
tor to the Open Forum of last Tuesday. His
article, as, by the way, the paper, is not only
illustrates an attitude of typical that small porcent-
gin of the press, has contributed to this fine
work. In the first place, his complaints about the quality
of the food and the manner in which it is handled
is, in my opinion, an indication of his own interest.
Everyone knows that Walker purchases only first grade commodities, and that they are treated with the proper
genus of their chef. Second, as this fellow well
knows, the average student is not a paying customer for the purpose of preventing the wanton use
of food. He is, however, a paying customer for the purpose of subsistence. Finally, how can anyone rules a pretense against the prices of Walker's food. As a matter of fact, below the average of all Boston. It is reasonable when one considers that the Walker Dining Service has
been well known to the student body for many year.
A WELL-SATISFIED PATRON.

Editor's Note: The T. C. A. is considering
revival of the Tech-in-Turkey project, and would like to determine students' opinions on the matter.
The following statement, while obviously favoring the project, will give students a chance to express their opinions.

The Tech-in-Turkey Project

By Boston Tech, President, Technology Christian Association

The T. C. A. is considering a resuscitation
of the Tech-in-Turkey project. The project, which was temporarily abandoned, because of lack of funds, will be revived if the students agree to it. We were forced at that time to discontinue
the program, and the administration of Robert College, Istanbul (Constanta), suggested that Tech express an interest that the action was necessary.

Recently Dr. Walter L. Wright, Jr., who is president of the college, visited Technology and urged that the administration be revived. At the last meeting of the T. C. A. Cabernet a consideration of this scheme was unanimously approved. Before taking definite action, however, it was considered best to determine the students' opinions on the matter.

The project was started six months ago and proved successful. The students are now eager for it to be revived.

The Tech-in-Turkey project was in operation and the students and faculty, both here and in Turkey, were well pleased at the enthusiasm of the students. The student body was not very large, but it was interested in the project.

The project was started six months ago and proved successful. The students are now eager for it to be revived.

Under the system as it operated, a senior in Civil, Mechanical or Electrical Engineering was each day to spend the year following his graduation as an assistant member of the staff at Robert College. His transpor-
tation and a moderate salary for his service there were paid him by the college, and room and board were provided by Robert College.

The virtues of the scheme are numerous. First, it is a very useful contribution to the foreign service. Second, it gives our students to have its sphere of influence spread to foreign countries. To the Turkish students the Tech-in-Turkey project was a repre-

entative American and gives them a more accurate picture of American life. They are abroad, and cannot gain at present from American moving pictures shown there. The delegate is an in-
dustrial labor union, and the T. C. A. is responsible for the work. It promotes good feeling between the American members of the college adminis-
tration and the foreign students.

The advantages of the Tech-in-Turkey repre-
sentative are obvious—from whom would not
welcome this opportunity to visit a foreign country, becoming familiar with its customs and civilization, and with numerous opportunities to see foreign engineering en-
terprises?
Tech Lacrosse Season Journey To Brown

Goes to Providence Tomorrow After Losing Match To Gymnasts

Smarting under a decisive defeat administered to them by Springfield College on Wednesday, the members of the Technology lacrosse team will journey to Providence tomorrow to meet the stickmen from Brown in what should prove a close contest.

Although Springfield took the Brownites by a score of 12 to 6, the Gymnasts' contingent is looked up on as one of the toughest in the big east and hence their win over M. I. T. is to be viewed as a great success for this Institute team. The Tech squad is said to hold the strong 'sate in the short list of the sport here. It proved the key in last Saturday when it tied, yes, with the Boston Lawrence Fish a group of ex-collegiate stars.

Although the team from Brown met high in the New England circuit last year, it lost many men by graduation and should provide a possible threat for the Tech sticksmen.

The fourteen varsity players who are fasteners down tomorrow noon, however, will be handled away from the absence from uniform of Dick Gidley, '38, ex-captain of the team and stellar attack man. Gidley was injured in the encounter Wednesday and will be out of the active ranks for some time with a damaged knee.

Despite this, Gidley is expected to be on the bench for the game, and should provide a possible threat to the Tech sticksmen.

Tennis Match Meeting Is Attended By Many

Freshman and Varsity Squad Start Practice Soon

Over forty tennis enthusiasts attended the first tennis meeting of the day, which was held in the field house last Thursday evening.

The meeting will be held weekly, and attendance is encouraged by the promise of a free hour on every schedule in the tennis fields. Although there have been an adequate number of turnouts to insure a team, the manager of the sport is looking to getting more of the Institute's golfers out. The prospect of varsity players can put a note to that effect in the manager's box in the M. I. T. A. A. office, or preferably some score card which they have made this year.

The team has a full schedule ahead of it this spring, the following matches having been arranged:

April 29--Bonnie Bogen

April 30--Kyle

May 1--Kyle

May 2--American University match

Inst. Comm. (Continued From Page 1)

head of C. P. S., submitted the following information in the sanction of the Institute Committee:

The final initiation started about the annual meeting, and professor emeritus of the Institute, whose home is still at the Institute, who showed the same caliber of play as they exhibited in the fall tennis tournament, they should form a combination hard to beat.

Scabard and Blade (Continued From Page 1)

In military aviation, L. L. Dennison, after graduating from the United States Military Academy at West Point in the class of '25, took his B.A. at St. John's. His name is now familiar to those who have seen the newspaper here at the Institute.

The players, who have been working around Technology all week with their trainer's legs placed inside their newly-made batting stumps, have been instructed to appear for the banquet dressed in a suit, full length, tie, hat, gloves and masking tape, and old clothes, so there will be some form of initiation following the banquet and preceding the formal initiation. Base ball Work-outs Commence Tomorrow

Abandoning the intercollegiate schedule, the organizers of Technology's unofficial baseball team sent out a call this week for members of all classes, apparatusmen and freshmen, to report for first spring practice tomorrow afternoon at the Cool field.

A shackle turn out is expected by those managing the sport and although plans are still indefinite, a successful season is anticipated.

Tau Beta Pi (Continued From Page 1)

This year in preparation for the New England Intercollegiate Track and Field competition which will be held here in May.

The handicap meet this Saturday will be composed of the following events: the 40-yd. low hurdles, the 660-yd. run, the 75-yd. dash, the 300-yd. dash, the 80-yd. high hurdles, the 660-yd. low hurdles, the 660-yd. run, the non-relay, the shuttle throw, the javelin throw, the discus throw, and the hammer throw.

Have you tried a Sandwich at the Walker Dining Halls?

They're custom made.
In a recent independent survey, an overwhelming majority of lawyers, doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc., who said they smoked cigarettes, expressed their personal preference for a light smoke.

Senator Reynolds' statement verifies the wisdom of this preference and so do leading artists of radio, stage, screen and opera, whose voices are their fortunes, and who choose Luckies, a light smoke. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on your throat.

The finest tobacco—
"The cream of the crop!"